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Collective Bargaining Agreement

Past Practice

Federal or State Law

Alleged violation of a work rule or policy 
(JUST CAUSE)

A grievance is a violation of:



Wages 

Working conditions

Vacations

Benefits

Disciplinary actions and procedures.

ANY violation of your collective bargaining 
agreement

Contract violations can include language regarding:



Contract clarifying
Gives meaning to ambiguous or general 
contract language

Independent
There is no reference in the contract

Conflicting
The practice goes against the contract 
language. 



HOW TO PROVE PAST PRACTICE

LONGEVITY REPETITION CONSISTENCY KNOWLEDGE



https://labornotes.org/store/how-win-past-practice-
grievances

Book:



https://labornotes.org/store/labor-law-source-book
Book:





Grievance Template

Date of violation

Articles & Sections Violated 

Statement of Facts

Remedy Sought

Filing a Grievance triggers formal steps

Make sure every grievance has:



Unions have the right to request and receive 
information from employers to investigate grievances.

The right to information is essential for the union to 
effectively represent its members.

Employer must provide requested information or 
face unfair labor practice charge.



Information Request Template



Information 
Request







JUST CAUSE



1.Fair Notice
2.Prior enforcement
3.Due process
4.Substantial proof
5.Equal treatment
6.Progressive discipline
7.Mitigating and extenuating 

circumstances



An employee may not be punished for violating a rule or standard whose 
nature and penalties have not been made known.

Employers must publicize standards and identify potential penalties

Unilaterally Imposed Rule: 
Employers must give unions notice and opportunity to bargain before adopting new rules.



Punishment may not be imposed for violating a rule or standard that the 
employer has not enforced for a prolonged period.

Three ways of proving laxed enforcement:
1. Widespread violations
2. Employer was aware of violations
3. Employer did not take action

Resetting: Employers can reset a rule by notifying workers that they will enforce it and 
punish violators.



Double Jeopardy: 

Employers must conduct interviews, take action, and list charges before 
issuing discipline. Once assessed, discipline may not be increased.



Charges must be proven by substantial and credible evidence.



Employers may not punish one employee more harshly than another for the 
same offense.

Making the case: The union must identify at least one other employee who violated the same rule as 
the grievant to prove unequal treatment.

Valid Distinctions: Valid distinctions allow employers to issue different discipline to different 
workers. 

How far back can you go to prove unequal treatment? Union can prove unequal 
treatment beyond 5 years, but evidence more than 10 years old could be rejected.



Employers must issue discipline to give employees an opportunity to improve when responding to misconduct.

1) Prior discipline must be in record.
2) The prior infraction must have resulted in discipline.
3) The current infraction should relate to the prior infraction.
4) Final penalty 

Note: 



Discipline must be proportional to gravity of offense, taking into account 
mitigating or extenuating circumstances.

Mitigating circumstances: Are facts that suggest that an offending employee is likely to correct their behavior.

Extenuating Circumstances: Reduce employees' responsibility and reduce the likelihood of repetition.





Bob Schwartz: An Introduction to Just Cause

https://labornotes.org/store/just-cause

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSMFcJ5db30



Here is how management describes insubordination:

Insubordination is a deliberate refusal to obey a reasonable order related to 
an employee's job function.

The obey-now rule applies even when an order:
1. Unreasonable or unfair 
2. Conflicts with contract 
3. Requires duties outside classification 
4. Violates past practice



An employer must establish six elements to justify an insubordination charge:
1) The supervisor's directive was clear
2) The order served the needs of the business
3) The employee knew that the person giving the order had authority to issue directions
4) The supervisor gave the employee a warning of consequences
5) The employee's refusal was knowing, willful, and deliberate.
6) The employee was given an opportunity to correct.

EXCEPTIONS
1) Employee believes order will put them at risk of bodily injury.
2) Illegal or unethical
3) Order that invades employee privacy



NEXUS EXCEPTION:



The Right to Union Representation During an Investigation Hearing

Weingarten rights are sometimes confused with Miranda rights



Union representative can:





• What are some violations that result in a Grievance?




